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From the Editor by Douglas Adelfer

! “Ralph Lewanda Wickiser (1910-1998) had a distinguished 70 year career as 
an artist, educator, and author which paralleled the odyssey of American Art in 

the 20th century.

! When the young painter got to Woodstock in 1939 to study color 
lithography with Emil Ganzo, he was exploring figuration and abstraction. What 
he discovered was a sublime landscape populated by bohemian pioneers. 

Wickiser returned to the hamlet every summer, eventually building a house with 
a path to the studio he would walk for 50 years. 

! Having embraced pure abstraction by the early fifties, Wickiser was at the 
center of postwar modernism. Exhibiting widely in major museums and forming 

close relationships with the prominent neighbors and contemporaries. By the 
sixties he was painting photo-based nudes provocatively reflected in studio 

mirrors, expanding into abstract-representation during the next decade.  

! The painter retired to the country in the mid-seventies, free from the 

responsibilities of teaching, to create what would prove to be his signature style. 
He immersed himself in observation of light, as it shadowed his lawn, moved 

through his beloved apple trees, and reflected in the nearby stream. A 
consummate photographer, he employed the camera's lens in recording the 
elusive movement of light, to be interpreted in the studio through the painterly 

push-pull of form and color. In his last prolific decade, Wickiser completed a 
series of paintings that are remarkable in their transcendent contemplation of the 

inherent union of figuration and abstraction in nature. 

! "Ralph. L Wickiser, the Reflected Stream, the Early Years, 1975-1985" is 

currently on view at the Walter Wickiser Gallery in Chelsea. Three exceptional 
books chronicling the artist's noteworthy life are available.”
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Right: Compassion Theme - Yellow, Ralph L. Wickiser, 1954, Oil on Linen, 90 x 73 in.
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